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ABSTRACT 

The impact of industrial liberalization in the domestic economy since 1991 has tremendously been 
changed. Since that period, the Indian Infrastructure and Construction Industry has witnessed an 

exponential growth. In the run of providing world class services and setting benchmarks to others, 
companies are going beyond the transition efforts of human resources. Over the period, HR practices 

have changed from administrative works to the development of the individual capability by 
harnessing recent market skills and also how right talent acquisition can decrease the employee 
turnover ratio. The Global forces continuously sweeping and reshaping workplace, workforce and 

work itself. Both the workforce and the way work gets done are changing dramatically. The 
combined, collaborative and social technological applications are already reforming business 

processes and just as importantly providing the resources for the next generation to work in ways 
that fit more naturally with its digital upbringing. This next-generation workforce is clearly different 
from its predecessor, in numerous ways: different age distributions in different countries, more 

geographically dispersed, with uneven skill distribution, worldwide; and more varied in what they 
want from work and what they find engaging and motivating. Even the fundamental challenges 

facing many companies will evolve from mass production and marketing designed to build and make 
demand for large quantities of the same product, to rapid customization and innovation for more 
segmented and often more localized markets. Keeping in a view of rapidly changing human 

resources management, this paper highlights the journey of HR followed by JCB and places the 
interest of its next generation HR practices which further discusses about its strategic functions. 

Earlier where outsourcing of non-value added activities, talent acquisition and skills assessments for 
the HR department were the major concerns which will further be focusing on capabilities building 
which will then be enhanced by providing talent rewards.  

Key words: HR Practices, Capability Building, Talent Management and Talent Acquisition.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

It’s become ever clearer that people issues such as workforce performance, war for talent, and 

leadership development can make a difference between long-term success and failure. As a result, 

HR functions are, quite rightly, being asked to step up to the challenge. Human capital management 

has become central to the business, and that puts HR firmly in the spotlight. HR is ideally 

incorporated to introduce substantial contribution to the business strategy. However, the performance 

of HR too often lags the expectations of the administrative requirements. The question here is, why? 

The results advocate that while there has been an encouraging development in the HR showground, 

still too many HR functions are clinging on to a traditional and process-oriented approach, and 

consequently the full potential of HR is not being realized. It is the time for a paradigm step to 
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integrate Human Capital Management from the traditional HR Practices. In the same way that 

technology has moved steadily towards integrated applications that make our lives and work so 

much easier and more efficient, HR needs to join forces with management and forge a seamless link 

with the wider business. There is general agreement that organizations are now operating in a very 

different world. The list of business challenges is extensive:  

 Organizations are looking for ways to exploit growth opportunities and to improve 

efficiencies;  

 Customer expectations have increased and must be met;  

 International borders are coming down and global competition has intensified;  

 Technological innovation has become an essential competitive requirement.  

Today’s business environment is complex; it’s unpredictable and it necessitates a new way of 

working. Business leaders tell us that they are focused on growth, with less emphasis on cost 

reduction and more on increasing profits and maximizing productivity. Organizations are investing 

on growth, while closely scrutinizing any expenditure for its likely return. And this is reflected with 

a shift in priorities for HR; away from immediate cost-cutting and towards building for the future. 

We also need to procure the existing Human Resource expertise and structures to furthermore 

examine another theoretical practice. Most organizations already have in place much of what is 

required to achieve this goal, but a holistic approach and greater collaboration is needed if HR is to 

truly take on the role of strategic business partner and add greater value to its zones. Although the 

specific approach varies from one situation to the next, having said that; this general framework can 

help any HR practices develop and deliver the kinds of services and capabilities that today’s 

companies need to survive and grow. 

 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Many HR organizations appear to be “getting it” when it comes to upgrading the skills, capabilities, 

and experience of their teams. Compared to last year, the percentage of executives who rank HR 

skills as a top priority fell slightly. 

The logic for HR’s future is simple. It begins with a direction: HR should add value. This direction 

needs to be connected to the business, both the business context which shapes decision making and 

specific stakeholders around whom business strategies are created. Out of this context, HR defines 

targets for HR work: individual abilities (talent), organization capabilities (culture), and leadership 

(The RBL group, 2015).  

More than two-thirds of executives in this year’s survey (68 percent) report their companies have 

solid development programs for HR professionals, and 60 percent believe they are holding HR 
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accountable for talent and business results both a higher proportion than a year ago. Best of all, HR 

organizations’ scorecard shows a marked and steady improvement. Four out of ten executives report 

their companies are ready to address the skills gaps in HR an increase of 30 percent over 2015. And 

the percentage of executives who rate their HR organizations as “good or excellent” in delivering 

business-relevant talent solutions increased as well (Deloitte, 2016).  

An effective HR strategy defines a small set of initiatives that are critical to the overall business 

strategy. It also describes the types of products and services associated with these critical initiatives 

for example, compensation and training and provides a broad outline for how these products and 

services will be delivered. The emergence of high-profile companies is forcing incumbents to find 

new ways to attract and retain top talent.  

A company’s HR strategy, just like its overall business strategy, must be grounded in a solid 

understanding of market forces and trends. In developed countries, demographic trends, such as 

Baby Boomer retirements, aging workforces, and a declining interest in science and technology 

education, are creating a chronic shortage of critical talent. At the same time, the labor pool is 

becoming increasingly global, driven by new workplace practices and technologies that make it 

possible to tap talent pools that were previously inaccessible (Deloitte,2016).  

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY  

 

o To examine and evaluate the HR Journey of JCB: walking down the timeline of HR 

Management 

o To study the role of capability building in Human Resource Practices  

o To understand the different view of traditional and futuristic approaches of Capability 

Building  

o To procure talent management and talent acquisition as essential futuristic skills for 

next generation HR Practices 

 

RESEARCH METODOLOGY  

This research is descriptive in nature wherein secondary data have been used to analyse the recent 

and future human resource practices of JCB. Magazines, journals, and white papers are used for the 

detailed study of the topic.  

 
To examine and evaluate the HR Journey of JCB: Walking Down the Timeline of HR 

Management  

ADMINISTRATIVE APPROACH 
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The HR management focused on the administrative approach in the 20 th century where emphasis was 

given on record keeping of employees, to work in coordination with policies that were rendered by 

the organizations during recruitment, selection and training, considering welfare of the staff. The 

administrative approach then did not involve in company’s strategy formulation but only pointed on 

the staff function. The support function of HRM is a pivotal part of an organization. The major task 

is to keep a view that organizational policies and procedures are followed implemented and 

complaint and objection will be looked after by the management. This support function provides 

assistance to all the employees during organizational processes as they are considered to be assets. 

Recruitment is core function of HRM identifying organizational gap and attracting, evaluating, and 

hiring employees to fill that role. It is a process where the manpower meets requirement of the 

organization. It is a positive function which brings recruiter and recruits together. The process of 

recruitment is done in four stages: job analysis, sourcing, screening and selection and on boarding. 

Training is an endeavor to improve skills in an employee on the job to increase the performance. 

Technically training results in improvement in the behavior. For training to be effective, thorough 

need analysis must be done before conducting it for employees. Training is a process of imparting 

specific skills to the employee. Hence; we can say that training is offered to operatives. Employee 

training involves working with individuals to transfer knowledge and skills to improve in their 

current jobs. Training has multifaceted set of activities to bring learners to excel in their performance 

(McNamara, 2008). The skill assessment is done for skills which employees possess. This 

assessment reward employees for skills they master rather than for the job they are doing. The skill 

assessment is done considering wide range of other innovations. Skill assessment is done to pay 

salaries based on skills. The self-assessment uses involvement management model, which is based 

on design principles emphasizing a high degree of employee participation, teamwork, self-

management, mutual trust, and growth and development (Lawler, 1992). The policies and procedures 

in HRM are formed by HR and executives. HR functions as an administrative-focused extension of 

the business. The high- level performance makes the organization profitable and successful. HR 

should be a part for creating company's leadership team. The Human Resources Policy and 

Procedures Manual establish a framework and sets standards for employees to work in an 

organization. Time office was a separate section in the office, much before the computers came in 

factories, there used to be a It used to be headed by the time keepers. The assistant time keepers used 

to mark attendance, absence accordingly and add it to register. Payroll is the process by which 

employees receive their salary. The business having employees should have a payroll. The major 

work is collecting the data, depositing and finally reporting taxes. Small and middle-sized businesses 

can benefit from using payroll systems.  
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PROFESSIONAL APPROACH 

The latter part of the 20th century saw tremendous changes in human resource management. A lot of 

theories were built in this period relating to behavioral perspective. A major change in recruitment 

and skill-based training of the workforce took place. Certain benefits were introduced to motivate the 

employees. Finally; performance related wages and employee stock options were introduced in the 

system. Human resource department is a central pillar of the organization. The core functions of 

human resource management were still focusing on recruitment, safety, employee relations, 

compliance, benefits and training and development. The functions help in the growth of personal and 

organizational effectiveness. Talent Acquisition is utilization of the candidates and their skills that 

come out of a rigorous recruiting process. These future positions can be identified today by looking 

at the succession management plan, or by analyzing the history of attrition for certain positions. This 

makes it easy to predict that specific openings will occur after predefined time. Learning a nd 

development is used for increasing efficiency and effectiveness through knowledge and practice. It 

also helps to increase skills, abilities of an employee. Learning and development will increase 

personal and organizational growth, capability of managers and employees to build a motivated, 

engaged and high-performing workforce. L&D enhances competencies and behaviors needed by 

individuals and teams in order to accomplish meaningful goals. Performance Appraisal is an 

evaluation system for the performance of employees and to analyze the abilities of a person for 

further growth and development. In performance appraisal, the supervisors see pay of employees and 

compare it with the given targets, the factors behind work performances of employees and 

employees for better performance. The performance appraisal helps in promotion, compensation, 

development and better communication. Market benchmarking is a continuous process by which 

quantitative or qualitative data is used to make comparisons between different organizations or 

different sections of organizations periodically to improve their practices. It is used for assessing 

performance, can be done internally and externally. The internal benchmark is comparing the 

performance of different organizations. In external benchmark, performance of other organizations is 

taken care of. Human resource management began outsourcing for payment of pensions, calculating 

salaries, employees transfer, motivation systems creation, instructions and development of 

employees’ services offering. The outsourcing began when functions performed by staff department 

for companies’ employees took a lot of time and has little value for organization’s activity. 

Eventually, companies are looking for various ways to decrease expenses.  

STRATEGIC APPROACH 

Market competition at global level and the proliferation of technology and knowledge based 

industries raised the importance of human resources as the backbone of the company. The workforce 
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is considered “assets" and act as a facilitator to promotes a participative approach. They have started 

focusing on performance based short term projects, new dimensions for training and development 

function, motivating employees.  The strategic role of a human resources manager is to strengthen 

the employer-employee relationship. They formulate workforce strategy to meet organizational 

goals. Companies recruited human resources leaders capable of managing the department from a 

more strategic position and to give solutions to employment-related matters that affect the 

organization's ability to meet its productivity and performance goals. Capacity building can be 

increased by proper participation in decision making activities of the organization. This can be 

enhanced by proper team work; effective communication with superiors and subordinates plays a 

very important role to bring leadership style capacity building. The performance management 

process involves is evaluated by combining employee’s efforts with organization’s objectives to 

achieve the target, by focusing on results and actions to be done to be successful on the job. Regular 

feedback promotes to identify problems early and change the course of a work. An annual review 

should be done between employer and the employee during the entire cycle to judge the 

performance. The usage of bench marking is used for understanding gaps of performance of the 

company, achieves support from the team, set the objectives and approves the whole process, gather 

information and fulfill the gaps. Benchmarking should not be done within own industry arena and 

not for a single time, it should be done repetitively to gain competitive advantage. Rewards and 

recognition are key strategies used by organizations to keep the employees liking towards their work. 

Rewards are indirect motivation to improve in their performance. Cash rewards are the greatest and 

simplest motivator for companies to adapt. The rewards are given to staff through assessment and 

calibration on performance, and potential. This is also essential for retaining key emp loyees within 

the organization. 

To study the role of capability Building in Human Resource Practices 
Talking furthermore about the capability building; one of the important role human resources play to 

harness individual’s capability. The challenge here is to acquire the right talent, develop the right 

skills also manage that skills as per the need of the market.  
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Figure 1: Capability Building Through Talent Acquisition, Learning & Development and Talent Management  

 
 

3.2.1. TALENT ACQUISITION  

Business and HR leaders who move aggressively to address these trends will likely gain an 

advantage over their competitors and find themselves on the winning side in the global competition 

for talent management. When it comes to acquiring new skills, some things are obviously easier to 

learn/master than others. For better or worse, the jobs that once required a largely unskilled, trainable 

workforce are declining or moving overseas. Manufacturing no longer needs legions of trainab le 

employees that specialize in a single skill. The prevalence of computer-controlled machinery–

managed by systems like job shop manufacturing software now demands manufacturing workers that 

possess a combination of math skills, intuition, stamina, and often a college degree. Workers who 

hope to get in on the hiring rebound will need to acquire a high- tech skill set. Next-generation ways 

of thinking and working are typified by environments where the younger worker is both the mentee 

and the mentor. All the young minds who are persisting above skill set are the best fit for the 

organization also the one who are always ready to acquire current market skills, HR manager needs 

to continuously focus on that and work on their learning and development.  

LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT  

Lifelong learners are always valued in organisations. In order to stay ahead of the competition, 

organisations need to continually learn and develop better ways of doing things. The employee who 

is open to learning and embraces change will be more successful than the person who is afraid of 

learning and resistant to changes in the organisation.  Most jobs involve change, some more 

frequently than others, and employers want people who are adaptable, flexible, and patient, and who 

respond well to change.  Personal development is also concerned with how individuals evolve their 

working practices and attitudes to work.  Self-motivation and confidence are key areas of personal 
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development as is personal appearance and how others perceive you.  Self-management skills, also 

known as ‘self-control’, are the skills we use to manage our personal feelings and how we react to 

challenges and problems both at work and in our private lives.  

TALENT MANAGEMENT  

Talent management is best understood as a thinking shift around the hiring, training, and retention of 

great employees. Talent management and human resources have a similarly tangled relationship. 

talent management many of these duties are federated to the front- line managers actually leading the 

employees in question.  In this way the whole organization is responsible for, and has a stake in these 

activities. talent management is almost singularly-focused on helping and improving the top talent in 

the organization. It is like think professional development vs. tracking attendance. Talent 

management plays as the strategic activity in Organization, very different from other HR activities. 

focused on person fit with job, team, organization. trying to develop the potentials of all staff and 

keep them engaged with job redeployments, transfers etc. but mainly developing the high potential 

employees by applying specialized TM programs and letting them know they are Talent Managed. 

 

To understand the different view of traditional and futuristic          approaches of 

capability building  

 

The people-related issues that are most critical to achieving results are leadership development, 

talent management, creating a high-performance culture, and training. While the traditional view of 

capability building mainly focuses on “Best People” by Acquiring, developing, deploying and 

Retaining. Develop the next generation of leaders by collaborating with business schools and other 

third parties to develop and deliver cutting-edge leadership training. Company also needs to foster a 

high-performance culture by targeting programs at critical workers who are role models for the rest 

of the workforce.  

 
Fig 2: Traditional View of Capability Building  

 

Acquire Develop Deploy Retain 
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FOCUS ON BEST PEOPLE  
 
The other side of the coin which talks about the futuristic view of capability building is to focus on 

the “Critical Positions”; The positions which holds greater value to the organization. HR can take 

the lead in some of the activities you see on this list, especially in recruiting and selecting new 

employees, and in the case of an employment termination. An effective futuristic HR strategy also 

involves the sharing of information about talented employees and their potential career paths across 

the organization. This enables various departments to identify available talent which holds these 

greater positions of the organizations, when opportunities are made or arise. Managers across the 

organization are in touch with the employees you are grooming for their next big role.  

Fig 3: Futuristic View of Capability Building 

 
FOCUS ON CRITICAL POSITIONS  

HR is also deeply involved in the performance management system, career planning, and so forth 

leading the development of the systems. But, managers are the means to carry them out for the 

overall recognition of the employee's work and ongoing retention of the employee. An organization 

that does this kind of effective succession planning in developing the connection between all these, 

makes sure that the best talent you have is trained and ready to assume the next position in their 

career path. succession planning benefits the employees and it benefits the organization. 

 

To procure talent management and talent acquisition as essential futuristic skills 
for next generation HR Practices 

 

What appears to differentiate talent management focused practitioners and organizations from 

organizations that use terminologies such as human capital management or performance 

management, is their focus on the manager's role, as opposed to reliance on human resources, for the 

life cycle of an employee within an organization. Talent management does give managers a 

significant role and responsibility in the recruitment process and in the ongoing development of and 

Acquire Develop Connect Deploy Retain 
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retention of superior employees. In some organizations, only top potential employees are included in 

the talent management system. In other companies, every employee is included in the process. Under 

the human capital management; talent acquisition and talent management clearly talks about the 

planned career graph of the employee which includes the core competency skills, not only for the 

organization he works with but also for the better relationship management for the future.  

 
Figure 4: Capability Building: Managing Talent for Next Generation HR Practices  

 
 

 

CAREER PATH 

Choosing the right career path can make an employee much motivated about his personal growth and 

when the organization takes initiatives for shaping their right career path it adds subsequent worth. 

Career planning is an activity that is best done on a regular basis especially given the data that the 

average worker will change careers (not jobs) multiple times over his or her lifetime. Career 

planning is not a hard activity, not something to be dreaded or put off, but rather an activity that 

should be liberating and fulfilling, providing goals to achieve in employee’s current career or plans 

for beginning a transition to a new career. HR manager needs to unceasingly work on their human 

capital’s career planning which should be a rewarding and positive experience. The role of HR as 

The enforcer is not what many of us who went into this profession wanted but is one we have 

continued to play. But any of us who have had to draft interminable employment policies recognise 

that this comes at a cost to our capacity to focus on building the capabilities of line managers.  
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Figure 5: Managing Employee’s Career Path Under Talent Management  

 
 

HR performance, exceeding the capabilities of a model in which HR services are aligned purely 

functionally, it has not enabled. This trend comes largely through a fresh response to a disrupted 

world where the abundance of employment policies and rules often stifle innovation and increase 

frustration of employees. HR to meet the ever-increasing expectations of business leaders or fully 

support business needs. 

 

CORE SKILLS & COMPETENCIES 

One of the major reason of failure of any HR practice is to not to understand the base of core skills 

and competencies. This is further classified into three dimensions including; Role Based 

Competencies, Level wise Competencies and Organizational Competencies. In order to establish the 

next generation HR core skills and competency model, the HR leader must see transformation of the 

function as a personal mission and the most important means for contributing to business success. 

The leader must be willing to challenge the status quo, fundamentally changing the nature of many 

roles within HR, and how the business interacts with HR, to truly effect change. Successful HR 

change leadership requires interactions not only within HR but also with the CEO, senior 

management and the wider organization. The role of change agent is clearly a difficult one, but it is 

categorically vital to the successful transformation of the HR function. The next generation HR 

function will require an explicit governance framework to manage the level-wise competencies and 

fully realize the benefits of the new model. A governance framework will be needed to formalize 

talent development and coaching excellence, risk management, strategic thinking and leadership and 

clarify the manner in which HR operates.  
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Figure 6: Understanding Core Skills and Competencies for Capability Building  

 
 
The framework should identify which elements among HR’s philosophies, policies and processes 

should be common across the organization and which could be modified to serve organizational core 

competencies for the particular business units or geographies. Furthermore; innovation, continues 

improvement, cost consciousness, customer orientation, teamwork, continuous improvement and 

execution of tasks of organizational competencies that which roles will have responsibility, also 

identify the key areas of specialist expertise they require based on business priorities  for making 

decision for successful transgression.  

 

 

TALENT SEGMENTATION 

To understand the science of talent segmentation, 9-Grid from General Electronics is the best model. 

9-Grid™ is a five-dimensional market analysis model that is used to understand the relative position 

of solutions and providers in markets which include Integrated Talent Management systems. 9-

Grid™ has been in evolution since 2008 and is driven by demand for analysis and insight designed 

for European-based companies. Too often, organisations have had to rely on a US-centric view. If 

we further focus and classified, it into HR view of 9-Grid Model; The results would be mentioned 

below.  

The five dimensions of 9-Grid Model are:  

1. Potential  

2. Performance  
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3. Presence  

4. Total Cost of Ownership  

5. Future Trajectory  

 
Figure 7: The Nine Grid Model to Understand Right Talent Segmentation  

 
 

 
A “nine-box grid” is a matrix tool that is used to evaluate and plot a company’s talent pool based on 

two factors, which most commonly are performance and potential. Typically, on the horizontal axis 

is "performance" measured by performance reviews. On the vertical axis is typically "potential" 

referring to an individual's potential to grow one or more levels in a managerial or professional 

capacity. Nine-box grids are actively used during the talent review process. During this process, a 

group of managers works together to place individuals on the X-Y axis to help to identify who are 

the highest potential individuals, who needs development, and who needs coaching on performance 

improvement. It is also a very valuable tool to help in calibrating compensation decisions. Each of 

the nine boxes has a different set of actions associated with it. People who are very high performing 

in their current roles, but not high potential yet, are possibly experts in their functional area who may 

or may not want to move into leadership. Our research and assessments have many examples of 

these tools and how to manage the talent review process.  

CONCLUSION  

There is no simple formula to help companies figure out the optimal mix of talent, skills, and type of 

worker. Resolving this challenge remains a dream for the future, but that does not relieve 

organizations of the responsibility to understand and take control of this trend. One approach is to 
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address whether there are ways in which a blended workforce may be managed more consistently in 

the organization. Perhaps this push itself will help organizations begin to understand and measure 

their total workforce and labor costs, rather than simply abandoning the task as HR focuses only on 

the full-time workforce.  Expect a consensus to be reached on talent management in the next few 

years and, until then, feel free to use the above guidelines to hash it out. Development of these 

individuals should be aimed at challenging them, yet watching for signs of burnout or retention risk. 

Demonstrate technical, professional, managerial, and leadership skills that are high for current 

organizational level. However, we often find young leaders who have moved up the ranks quickly in 

this situation, or individuals who are no longer a fit for their role. They are struggling in their role yet 

continue to demonstrate potential. As long as HR is untethered from business results and takes no 

action to add value by understanding and supporting business outcomes. Until HR starts believing 

this and adjusting their approach by over- investing in the hiring and retention of incumbents for 

critical roles to business value and measuring their efforts' impact on business value, no respect will 

be forthcoming. Today's economy is powered by intellectual capital the only source of which is 

talent. But not all talent, If the value of HR intervention has not evolved beyond fixing things line 

managers cannot or don't wish to deal with' it's tough to position the team in the way you suggest.  

Question here is; is it possible to leapfrog from early stage to what you describe? Building on point 

here that whilst experience is important it shouldn't have the same importance as building capability 

in managers and the workforce so if you were going to organise specialists by something other than 

function then capability might be a more appropriate focus than experience. When HR stops treating 

every job and every employee the same based on this reality things will truly become "disruptive". 

HR will continue to march toward the oblivion. 
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